Meeting Minutes - 2/1/10

Accomplishments:
• Contacted RRAMM to set up FTR Meeting
• Redirection of project to meet Dalbey’s specifications
  • Cards in play may now extend to 21
  • Timer functionality changed
  • Sets are no longer guaranteed when cards are dealt
  • Cards are dealt randomly
• We will no longer use Action Items table, we’re switching to TRAC tickets.

Unfinished tasks:
• SRS

Problems Solved:
• Which game rules to implement.

Schedule Updates:
• SRS due Wednesday

Assigned Tasks:
• Casey - Functional Requirements
• Alejandro
  • dataflow diagram
  • Vision and Scope statement
• Ethan
  • data dictionary
  • SRS outline
• Andy
  • Non-functional requirements
  • QA Review of functional requirements
• David - Research UI options for the new deck expandability requirements
• Seokjune - convert Action items to TRAC tickets.
• Everyone - get familiar with TRAC tickets.

Attendance:
Full attendance